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About CAIL Mobile Solutions
CAIL is a leading enterprise mobilitiy solution provider that enables organizations to create
and deploy new Mobile Services / Apps on Smartphones and Tablets – fast.

With quick and flexible rendering of information on mobile screens plus extensive back-end
system integration, CAIL leverages the investment in current IT infrastructure - so Customers
can deliver new capabilities quickly, better perform for Customers and increase appeal to
attract new Customers. This better positions organizations to focus on sustainable business
innovation and realize the significant advantages with mobile.

For more insights on Mobile Enabling the Enterprise and CAIL, please visit - www.cailmobility.com

Create Apps — Fast
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Introduction
MOBILIZING DATA IN THE ENTERPRISE CONSISTS OF:
•

Access to various sources of data on Mainframe, Mid-Range, UNIX / Linux, Windows, etc.
platforms, plus information available through outside services, social media, etc

•

Formatting of the content suitable for mobile screens that includes - fast rendering, presentation flexibility, API support, etc.

•

Publishing the information on mobile devices, from native apps (such as iOS and Android)
and web-based presentation such as Browsers using HTML5.

THE DIAGRAM BELOW INDICATES THE STEPS TO QUICKLY DELIVER
A NEW MOBILE SERVICE:

In this chart, on the left side, you see the extensive list of Connectors (Connector Library) for
back-end system integration (for both internal platforms / applications and external services).
To format the display, you can then have the information go straight through to the mobile
screen, or be aggregated for a new or composite report. Next you can then do the content
rendering and publish on a Smartphone or a Tablet as you see fit.
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What to consider in selecting
an Enterprise Mobile Solution ?
FROM A BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE, TO CREATE A NEW MOBILE SERVICE,
YOU NEED TO ASK A SERIES OF QUESTIONS TO SELECT THE APPROPRIATE
MOBILE PLATFORM.
Some of those questions are about the platform capabilities, purchased, licensed or built;
Plus questions about the vendor; how to fast track getting results, be better positioned to support business innovation, the need for new Mobile Services / APPS to created by business or
technical personnel. In its latest analysis about mobile development frameworks, the Magic
Quadrant for Mobile Application Development Platforms, Gartner has listed some criteria to
evaluate a platform, either in the form of a service or product, as follows:
•

How well does the platform meet the requirements of the enterprise ?

•

Does the Mobile Platform support the full software development life cycle ?

•

How well does the vendor support Consumer – Oriented and Enterprise – Oriented
mobile applications ?

•

Can the Mobile Platform be used to build native, hybrid and Web applications ?

•

Does the Mobile Platform integrate well with current information services and
other products ?

•

Does the Mobile Platform require only standard IT skills and tools ?

•

How labor-efficient is the offering ?

•

Are Application Templates or Frameworks provided to accelerate development ?

•

Is the vendor collaborative and partnering oriented to increase the relevance and
value of its products/services ?
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What to consider continued . . .
Extending on the above requirements, the following additional capabilities are important to
address the need for quick gratification for Users and to reduce risk by leveraging the
investment in current information services, as well as having a robust Mobile Platform for
sustainable business innovation:
•

Minimize the time, effort and cost to Design, Development and Deploy new Mobile Services

•

Minimize the time, effort and cost to install and use a Mobile Platform in the organization

•

The ability access all Back-end Systems while minimizing integration challenges and complexity

Design, Development, Deployment Chart

EXPLANATION
When Creating, Developing and deploying

Months

a new Mobile Service, the above diagram

DURATION

indicates the relative time it takes to produce
results on a Tablet or Smartphone for each

Weeks

Mobile Platform. Given the importance of
producing results quickly, while minimizing
Days

cost and risk – with the Less is More theme
the Design and Deploy Mobile Platform
has high appeal.

SOLUTION TYPE

Hours

Design – Connect – Deploy (CAIL)
Enterprise products with Mobile Extension
Rapid Development Frameworks
Custom Development
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Design, Development,
Deployment Duration – by Mobile Platform
THE OPTIONS TO CREATE APPS ARE :
1. Custom Development
PROS

You make whatever you want

CONS

Typically a long and complex process to design, develop and deploy a new Mobile
Service, another system to manage, high costs, challenges with evolving mobile
and system technology and devices, difficulty in being responsive to new business
needs, issues with implementing Mobile Services enhancements in the future, etc.

Further, while some Mobile Development Platforms can accelerate the process, there is
still the need to build and maintain the software and adhere to traditional IT system development methodologies.
2. Rapid Mobile Development Frameworks
PROS

Some common features / objects are available in libraries and not everything
needs to be coded

CONS

As with Custom Development, requires hard specs, design, coding, QA, reviews, etc.

3. Enterprise Products with Mobile Extensions
(pre-built connectors for ERPs, CRMs, etc)
PROS

Standardized Connectors for quick deployment, familiarity with the product, etc.

CONS

Typically limited scope since the Mobile extensions are centric to the associated
product, inability to connect to all systems, challenge with accommodating new
enterprise needs

4. The Design – and – Deploy
PROS

Quickly able to create Apps with forms and back ended systems, built - in integration
capabilities, to facilitate deployment of new Mobile Services with no coding and a
wide range of people in the organization can contribute to the Enterprise Mobile
initiative.

CONS

A newer approach to supporting business innovation that recognizes the importance
of being agile and opportunistic to move forward.
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Back – end System Integration Complexity
COMPLEXITY BY DATA SOURCES
Number of Data Sources / Connectors

Besides deciding on what new App to create,
providing quick, easy access to Back – end
Systems is typically the other major challenge

High

to extend business capabilities with mobile.
The Back – end system Integration chart

COMPLEXITY

below summarizes how the different Mobile
Platforms vary in addressing this issue. To
leverage the investment and familiarity with
convenient systems and minimizing complexity having an extensive Connector Library or
comprehensive Omni channel is very important
for getting results fast with less risk and cost.

Low

Based on this criteria, the No Development
A Few

MEAP, MDAP, etc. Products
Design – Connect – Deploy (CAIL)

Many

Mobile Solution with access to all systems
enables you to focus on business needs and
more productive IT / Business personnel collaboration – quickly and easily, that respects
the iterative approach of innovation or finalizing
a new service.
With the No – Development Platform adding to data sources doesn’t result in more
complexity since it is part of the Setup and
Configuration options. Further with the objective
of providing flexible system access and quick
rendering of information on the mobile screen,
and ability to create Mobile Services by Nontechnical and Technical personnel), there are
more options to move the business forward.
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New Mobile Services Roll – Out
TIME TO ROLL– OUT
A New Mobile Service
In the chart below the time to roll-out a new

TIME TO ACHIEVE UX

Months

Mobile Service correlates to the number of
variables associated with the project. Variables
include the number and location of fields on

Weeks

the Tablet or Smartphone, information processing / aggregation considerations, number
of data sources, firmness / nebulousness in
defining the App, etc. As you can see with the

Days

red bar across the lower level it’s much faster
to get things done and to scale the Mobile
Service when you have a Design – and –

Hours

Deploy Mobile Platform with many ConnecA Few

Many

tors, Templates, easy Setup, etc that leverages the investment in current systems and

NUMBER OF VARIABLES
ASSOCIATED WITH THE
NEW MOBILE SCREEN

enables business people to create Apps.

MEAP, MDAP, etc. Products
Design – Connect – Deploy (CAIL)
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CAIL Enterprise Mobile Architecture
In this diagram on the CAIL Enterprise Mobile Architecture, the main components are identified.
On the left we have the CAIL Connector Library with hundreds of Connectors to provide access
to all popular systems and services. The middle section indicates the CAIL Rendering Engine
for information integration and aggregation, API (Application Program Interface) support, design
capabilities and the internal CAIL Libraries and Tools. And on the right you’ve got the Presentation
Layer to display information onto the Tablet or Smartphone.

Information Access, Aggregation,
Processing and Rendering

Data Sources

Social Networks

Business Logic,
Analytics

Legacy Systems
Other sources of Data

APIs

Web Services

Connector Library

Cloud Systems

Webservices, JSON, REST, SOAP

Data Aggregation

Enterprise Systems

Databases

Mobile Device, web or
Desktop Deployment

Content Rendering

Internal Libraries
and Tools

App Authoring
& Management
Portal

In ‒ house / Third Party Application(s)
User Management, Reporting, etc.

Mobile Device
Mgmt, Security,
etc. Solutions
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How CAIL fits in Gartner Magic Quadrant
CAIL IN THE GARTNER MAGIC QUADRANT IN TERMS OF CREATING APPS
In the chart below, the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Mobile Solutions has been updated to
include CAIL.
With CAIL in the upper right portion, this recognizes the platform is a comprehensive solution
in terms of vision, usability, and simplicity to operate and to reduce complexity to create new
Mobile Services.

LEADERS

CHALLENGERS

SAP
Qvery Mobile

Ability to Execute

Adobes

IBM
Enterprise Mobility

Apple
BSI
Usablenat

Google

Sencha
Dojo
Xamarin

Microsoft
Black Berry
ClickSoftware

Verive Software
metroprola solutions

NICHE PLAYERS

VISIONARIES

Completeness of Vision
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Conclusion
IN CONSIDERING A PLATFORM TO BUILD MOBILE APPLICATIONS FOR THE
ENTERPRISE, THE FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS ARE VERY IMPORTANT
•

Deliver a Great User Experience

•

Provide Quick Gratification with information the User needs that is easy to understand and
use – to support current processes in the organization and improve the probability of the
business successfully expanding relevance and revenue with Customers as well improving
the timeliness and quality of decision making.

•

Fast and flexible Content Rendering to quickly create new Apps or to modify an existing
Mobile Service.

•

Focus on delivering results that matter to the business and be responsive to new business
needs. Build on this by suggesting new capabilities to support business innovation and be
positioned to better manage change and drive the organization forward.

•

The Mobile Platform needs to have a modular System Architecture with extensive Connectivity
and Integration capabilities.

•

To Fast track creating new Apps – cost and risk by building the familiarity with current business
processes and leveraging the investment in established information services.
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